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A	Data	Challenge	Light	Curve

• Magnitude	
(brightness)	vs.	Time

• 2	wavelengths	à 2	
light	curves



Data	Challenge:	“Solve”	293	light	curves



Astronomer’s	Question:	Which	ones	have	
planets	and	what	are	their	properties?



More	General	Questions:

•Microlensing	or	Not	Microlensing?
•1-body	or	2-bodies?
•What	are	the	parameters?



By-eye	Identification



Grid	Search	for	Best	Model

Modelling	by	In-Gu Shin



Microlensing	with	1-body:	t0,	u0,	tE
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Larger	tE =	Slower
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Larger	u0 =	Smaller	Magnification

magnification =
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t0 shifts	the	light	curve	in	time

magnification =
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Microlensing	with	2-bodies:	s,	q,	alpha

1-body 2-bodies



Microlensing	with	2-bodies:	Caustics

magnification = 𝐴(𝒖) = 	
1

det 𝐽



Microlensing	with	2-bodies:	Caustics

magnification = 𝐴(𝒖) = 	
1

det 𝐽



s,	q	affect	the	topology	of	the	caustic



How	do	(s,	q,	alpha)	affect	the	light	curve?



Bigger	q	=	bigger	caustic	=	bigger	signal



Smaller	s	moves	the	caustic	à no	signal



Larger	alpha	moves	source	path	à no	signal



rho	=	source	size	à integrated	magnification



fsource,	fblend =	The	flux	parameters

𝑓observed = 𝑓source	𝐴 𝑡 + 𝑓blend

𝑊149observed = 18	 − 2.5	 logJ3(𝑓observed)



Other	Physics

• Parallax	=	non-inertial	observer	frame,	e.g.	the	Earth	accelerates	
(pi_E_N,	pi_E_E)
• Lens	motion	=	two	gravitationally	bound	bodies	orbit	each	other	
(ds_dt,	dalpha_dt)
• Multiple	source	stars
• 2	luminous	sources
• Orbital	motion	of	the	source



Finding	the	Global	Minimum:	Multiple	Minima
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while seeding the other parameters at (t0, u0, tE) as de-
rived above, ρ = 10−3, and α at 10 equally spaced values
around a circle. We employ Markov Chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) χ2 minimization to find the best grid-point
model. We then seed new MCMCs with local minima
on the (s, q) plane derived from this grid search. We find
that there are six other viable topologies (in addition to
the one heuristically derived in Section 3.1). Moreover,
very similar to OGLE-2017-BLG-0373, we find two dif-
ferent geometries (“wide 2” and “wide 3”) within the
topology identified in Section 3.1). We further divide
“wide 2” into “wide 2a” and “wide 2b” because this
broad minimum in the χ2 surface weakly separates into
two sub-minima. Figure 2 shows the source trajectories
for these nine different solutions. [h]

Figure 2. Source trajectory and caustic geometries for nine
solutions, representing seven different topologies.

3.3. Elimination of Some Topologies

These nine solutions are given in Tables 1 and 2. Three
of these solutions (“close 2”, “close 4” and “wide 4”)
have χ2 values that are substantially higher than the
others. Figure 3, which shows the light-curve fits over
the anomaly, implies that a major reason for this is a
very poor fit of the latter two (“close 4” and “wide 4”)
to the anomaly. We consider that these are eliminated.
The remaining solutions fit the anomaly reasonably well.
[h]
Figure 4 shows the overall form of the nine models,

and Figure 5 shows the residuals of the data for each
model. [h] [h] Figure 5 shows that the high χ2 of model
“close 2” is due to systematically high residuals during
four consecutive episodes of KMTC, KMTA, KMTC,
KMTA observations beginning HJD′ ∼ 7472.8, which is
explained by the long post-caustic “dip” of this model
in Figure 4. It also shows that the relatively high χ2 of
model “close 3” is primarily due to systematic residuals
near HJD′ ∼ 7471.2. Comparing to Figure 4, we see that

Figure 3. Zoom of fits for nine different model geometries of
KMT-2016-BLG-0212 over the anomaly. Solutions “close 4”
and “wide 4” have poor fits and are excluded.

this is due to the strong “dip” in this model just prior
to the caustic crossing. Finally, we note that although
“wide 1” has even higher χ2 than “close 3”, there are
no strong residuals within the range displayed in Fig-
ure 5. The main problem for this model comes from its
long “relative trough” (compared to “close 1”) after the
caustic exit, 7473 ! HJD′ ! 7480. See Figure 4. This
issue also impacts “close 3”, albeit at a lower level.

3.4. Summary of Surviving Models

This series of rejections leaves models “close 1”, “wide
2a”, “wide 2b”, and “wide 3”, which have mass ratios,
q = 3.7 × 10−2, q = 4.9 × 10−5, q = 8.3 × 10−5, and
q = 4.8 × 10−5, respectively. The first solution (“Class
I”) which, depending on the host mass, could be a brown
dwarf or a high-mass planet, is preferred over the other
three by ∆χ2 ≥ 6.8. Hence, it is favored, but not deci-
sively. The other three solutions have q ! 10−4.
This second class of solutions (“Class II”) are part of

the same topology, namely the one that was naively in-
vestigated in Section 3.1. Comparison to Table 2 shows
that the simple reasoning in that section predicted the
parameters of these solutions reasonably well.
This event is similar to the case of OGLE-2017-BLG-

0373 (Skowron et al., 2018). Also similar to that case,
there are multiple geometries within this topology that
are qualitatively similar but can differ significantly in
the mass ratio q. However, what is fundamentally dif-
ferent about the present case is that one of the alternate
topologies (which were not anticipated by the naive rea-
soning of Section 3.1) is competitive with (and indeed
slightly preferred over) the naive solution.
We note, however, that the two classes of solutions

differ by a factor 2.5 in their source flux fs, i.e., by
∼ 1mag in source magnitude (see Section 4.1). As we
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Given	the	complexity	of	the	likelihood	space,	
what	are	the	best	techniques	for	finding	the	
global	minimum?



Resources
• Data	Challenge	Website:	http://microlensing-source.org/data-challenge-
guidelines/
• Codes	for	Generating	Microlensing	Models:

• MulensModel:	https://github.com/rpoleski/MulensModel
• pyLIMA:	https://github.com/ebachelet/pyLIMA

• Background	on	Microlensing:	
• Website:	http://microlensing-source.org/
• Review	Articles:

• Gaudi	2010	in	Exoplanets	edited	by	S.	Seager
• Gaudi	2012,	ARA&A,	50,	411
• Yee	2014	Section	7	of	Exoplanet	Detection	Techniques	in	Protostars and	Planets	VI,	ed.	
Beuther,	Klessen,	Dullemond,	and	Henning

• Mathematics:
• Schnieder &	Weiss	1986,	A&A,	164,	237
• Dominik	1999,	A&A,	349,	108


